
Chameleon® Arch Series

To turn new customers into regulars, your wash needs to ‘wow’ them with color and excitement – creating an 
experience they value. Your car wash arches are a defining part of that experience. As customers drive through 
your tunnel and under your arches, those arches help create customers’ perceptions about your car wash.

That’s why Belanger is pleased to offer the Chameleon® Arch Series. Available in seven bold powder-coated 
colors, these aluminum arches make a powerful impression. What’s more, every arch offers a choice of 
five vibrant neon accent strips, that light as products are applied. Five shaped pendant choices and available
custom logos further promote your brand. Placed strategically in your car wash tunnel, Chameleon® 
Arches promote in real time the products your customers are receiving, creating a powerful ‘in the 
moment’ experience they are sure to remember.

Chameleon® Arches give you an easy way to update your wash and redefine your bottom line. 
You’ll get more new customers today, more repeat business tomorrow, and more extra service 
sales from the moment you install them. With the Chameleon® Series, the arches are colorful 
and the benefits are black-and-white. 

Chameleon® Arches offer easy-clean powder-coated aluminum construction and long-life 
stainless steel manifolds. Available in applicator and utility configurations.
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Physical Examples

Utility Examples

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN & COLOR OPTIONS

Electrical Requirements

Chameleon® Arch Series

    1/2 amp at 120 VAC

Application Arch:
Water Requirements  3/4” barbed hose fitting
    GPM may vary depending on application

Chameleon® Arches are available in the following design choices 
for both applicator and utility cross-over configurations.

 Choose from aluminum finish, 
   or these seven powder-coated colors 

 Choose from five vibrant colors of 
   flexible LED neon light strips

 Choose from eight bold Pendant & 
   Application Announcement sign colors

 Choose from two styles of Application 
   Announcement signs

 Choose from five Pendant designs 
   or custom shapes
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